
 

 

Judging the Impact of Conference and Journal Publications in 
Computer Architecture 

 
In the document, “Evaluating Computer Scientists and Engineers For Promotion and 
Tenure,” prominent computer scientists David Patterson (University of California, 
Berkeley), Lawrence Snyder (University of Washington), and Jeffrey Ullman (Stanford 
University), write: 

Allowing one's colleagues to examine and use one's creation is a more intimate way of 
conveying one's ideas than journal publishing, and is seen to be more effective. For 
experimentalists conference publication is preferred to journal publication, and the premier 
conferences are generally more selective than the premier journals [Academic Careers, 94]. In 
these and other ways experimental research is at variance with conventional academic 
publication traditions.  

The reason conference publication is preferred to journal publication, at least for 
experimentalists, is the shorter time to print (7 months vs 1-2 years), the opportunity to 
describe the work before one's peers at a public presentation, and the more complete level of 
review (4-5 evaluations per paper compared to 2-3 for an archival journal) [Academic Careers, 
94]. Publication in the prestige conferences is inferior to the prestige journals only in having 
significant page limitations and little time to polish the paper. In those dimensions that count 
most, conferences are superior. 

This is particularly true in computer architecture where the lower importance of journals 
in Computer Science in general has resulted in a complete lack of high-quality archival 
journals for this field.  The highest quality journals that publish work in this field, then, 
are the general publications that serve a much wider audience.  This document will place 
venues for publication of computer architecture research in three categories.  We will use 
existing archival journals as our mechanisms for separating venues into groups.   
 
The top journals to which computer architecture research might be submitted are the 
ACM Transactions on Computer Systems and IEEE Transactions on Computers.  These 
are high-quality archival journals comparable to very strong journals in other fields of 
research.  Our top list of venues (group 1) consists of those conferences that equal (or in 
most cases significantly exceed) the quality of those journals.  The journals set the 
minimum standard for this group.  These conferences typically exceed those journals in 
selectivity, visibility, circulation of proceedings, quantity of reviews, and prestige and 
expertise of reviewers and program committee members.   Conferences in group 1 have 
5+ reviewers per paper, and the paper submissions are 25 pages in length.   The 
submissions represent full papers and finished research.  The papers report full evaluation 
and final results for their ideas, and the results are validated using detailed simulation 
and/or modeling.  Every conference in group 1 has a program committee meeting where 
20 to 25 faculty from around the world get together in person for one day to discuss the 
paper reviews, the papers submitted, and to decide what papers to accept.  The program 
committee members come from the most prominent active researchers in both academia 
and industry. These conferences have an acceptance rate between 15% and 30%.   
 
The second group of venues (group 2) are those conferences which exceed a minimum 
standard set by more average journals (IEEE Transactions on Parallel and Distributed 
Systems, Journal of Instruction Level Parallelism, International Journal of Parallel 



 

 

Programming).  These conferences typically have shorter histories than the conferences 
in group 1, and do not necessarily attract the very best papers.  Even so, they still accept 
only a fraction of submitted papers, and typically have program chairs and program 
committees that include the most prominent researchers in the field. The completeness of 
the work presented in these papers, the submission process, and review process is very 
similar to the process used for group 1 conferences.  Proceedings of these conferences are 
distributed widely to members of the architecture community (e.g., to all ACM sigarch 
and IEEE TC-arch members), and thus see much wider distribution than the group 1 
journals. 
 
The conferences in group 2 typically have about 5 reviewers per paper, and the paper 
submissions are usually 20 pages in length.  The work submitted consists of full papers 
describing completed work with detailed pipeline simulation or modeling to validate the 
research.   The program committee meeting is typically conducted via a half day 
teleconference call instead of a face-to-face full day meeting as is done in group 1.  The 
group 2 conferences have an acceptance rate ranging from 25% to 35%.  The proceedings 
of these conferences are published in archived proceedings, but are not as widely 
distributed as in the group 1 conferences. 
 
The last group (group 3) represents reviewed venues for work in progress.  This work is 
not completely finished, and benefits from an interactive conference/workshop for 
feedback to help guide the research.    The submissions are usually 10 to 20 pages long, 
and there are 3 to 5 reviewers per paper.    The program committee meeting is usually 
performed via a teleconference call or email.   A typical workshop might get 20 
submissions and accept 8 to 10 papers.  The papers are improved after the review process 
before being presented at the conference/workshop.   After the conference they are often 
further improved based upon the feedback at the conference/workshop and end up being 
published in a higher tier conference or an archival journal.     
 
Grouping Archival Journals Architecture 

Conferences 
Cross-
discipline 
Conferences 

Related Conferences 
in Other Areas 

Group 1 ACM Transactions on 
Computer Systems, IEEE 
Transactions on Computers, 
IEEE Micro, ACM 
Transactions on 
Programming Languages and 
Systems, Software Practice & 
Experience 

ISCA, Micro, 
HPCA 

ASPLOS, 
PACT 

PLDI, Sigmetrics, 
SOSP, OOPSLA, 
PPOPP, POPL, 
Supercomputing, 
DAC 

Group 2 IEEE Transactions on 
Parallel and Distributed 
Systems, Journal of 
Instruction Level Parallelism, 
International Journal of 
Parallel Programming, 
Journal of Systems 
Architecture 

ICCD, ISHPC, 
ICS, Europar, 
ICPP, CASES 

  

Group 3  MTEAC, FDDO, 
Interact, PACS, 
CAECW,EPIC, … 

  



 

 

 
We have concluded, based on experience and consultation with colleagues that 
publications from conferences and journals from groups one and two above are consistent 
with the quality standards required for inclusion in Section A (Primary Published or 
Creative Work) of the academic review bibliography form.  Publications from group 
three also have value and should appear in Section B (Other Work). 
 
Glossary (in order of appearance): 
ISCA -- Intl Symposium on Computer Architecture 
Micro -- Intl Symposium on Microarchitecture 
HPCA -- Intl Symposium on High Performance Computer Architecture  
ASPLOS -- Intl Conference on Architectural Support for Programming Languages and Operating Systems  
PACT -- Intl Conference on Parallel Architectures and Compilation Techniques 
PLDI -- Conference on Programming Language Design and Implementation 
Sigmetrics -- ACM SIGMETRICS Conference on Measurement and Modeling of Computer Systems 
SOSP -- ACM Symposium on Operating System Principles 
OOPSLA -- Conference on Object-Oriented Programming, Systems, Languages, and Applications 
PPOPP -- Symposium on Principles & Practice of Parallel Programming 
POPL -- Symposium on Principles of Programming Languages 
DAC -- Design Automation Conference 
ICCD -- Intl Conference on Computer Design 
ISHPC -- Intl Symposium on High Performance Computing 
ICS -- Intl Conference on Supercomputing  
Europar -- European Conference on Parallel Computing 
ICPP -- Intl Conference on Parallel Processing 
CASES -- Intl Conference on Compilers, Architectures and Synthesis for Embedded Systems 
MTEAC -- Workshop on Multithreaded Execution, Architecture, and Compilation 
FDDO -- Workshop on Feedback-Directed and Dynamic Optimization 
Interact -- Workshop on Interaction between Compilers and Computer Architectures 
PACS -- Workshop on Power-Aware Computer Systems 
CAECW -- Workshop on Computer Architecture Evaluation Using Commercial Workloads 
EPIC -- Workshop on EPIC Architectures and Compiler Technology 
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